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HOME ALONE: THE SIMPLICITY MANUAL + KIT
- Project Rationale

Home Alone: the simplicity manual + kit is specifically designed for 
young people (20 –30 years old) who live alone in the city. It is basi-
cally a book and a kit that help them guide to do essential activities 
without hesitation.  The essential activities such as organizing, clean-
ing, eating and dealing with emotional problems seem easier when 
you live with a family that help you, however these become a heavy 
task when you live alone. The purpose of my thesis is to create the 
manual + survival kit set to guide the target group how to take care 
of themselves in a healthy and productive way from the first place, so 
they can get it into as a good habit and routine for their life. 

There are two major components in the thesis: the manual book and 
survival kit. The content of manual book is the information about or-
ganizing home, eating & cooking healthy, and dealing with emotional 
problems. The information of manual is divided as 3 sections by its 
topic: simple organizing, simple diet and simple thoughts. The design 
strategy of the manual is to deliver the information as visual as possi-
ble so it is interesting to look at and also easier to remember. 

The survival kit are several products that related or mentioned in the 
manual. The use of tools can be found in the manual. The products in 
the kit are little but essential elements when you live alone. The surviv-
al kit is designed as a supporting application for the manual.

All work is original.
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